DataMetrix’s David Eklof earns the Maria Petz Auditor of the Year Award.

Salt Lake City, June 12, 2015

The American Association of Medical Audit Specialists (AAMAS) “Maria Petz Auditor of the Year

Award” is presented yearly in recognition of an auditor who demonstrates excellence in audit skills
and execution of these skills in the workplace. The 2015 award has been given to David Eklof of
DataMetrix.

Over the course of David’s career he has spent time in both internal and external auditing positions.
David currently heads up DataMetrix’s clinical review department, his leadership and insights have
helped the department reach never before seen levels of success. David has helped train hundreds
of nurse auditors in auditing procedures and best practices for numerous organizations. “David’s

expertise and experience in nurse auditing is unparalleled,” DataMetrix CEO Gary Twigg said, “David
continues to set the bar higher for all auditors in the industry and we are proud to have him on our
team.”

DataMetrix has rich history of excellence in auditing hospital and medical bills. David is the second
employee of DataMetrix who has won the AAMAS Maria Petz Auditor of the Year award. The

DataMetrix leadership team has worked at every level to engineer, create, develop, standardize,
teach, coach and implement many of the healthcare audit routines that today are the de facto

industry standards. Today, DataMetrix and its employees are known and highly regarded as the
content experts in our practice areas.
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About DataMetrix
DataMetrix is a healthcare data mining, medical audit, cost management and consulting
company specializing in pre and post-payment financial strategies, recovery programs and
software solutions for the healthcare community.
At DataMetrix, we combine our proprietary technology with years of clinical and financial
expertise to ensure our customers realize maximum financially beneficial outcomes. Our indepth understanding of healthcare operations, clinical medicine and healthcare finance
provides the foundation of success for our clients.
For additional information please visit our website at www.data-metrix.com.
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